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The following day, after making all the preparations, Jiang Hao took out his mobile phone and contacted Sally.
He had kept himself locked up during this period of time, in order to minimise news about himself.
The second thing was that he needed to think hard about Xue Yu Ning. This was not for the future, but for the present.
At the moment his presence was somewhat irritating to Xue Yu Ning, it was not only the damage left to her by Shen
Tianyang, there was also an alternative damage left by himself in it.
When he thought about these things Jiang Hao had regretted them in his heart. There was a moment when he wondered
if things would have changed completely if he hadn't met Xue Yuning.
But then such a small law was just a laugh away. After all, it was impossible to go back on what had already happened.
Putting on his black suit, Jiang Hao looked in the mirror a little and put his shirt on, followed by his tie.
Today he intended to officially announce his presence to the North House in a decent image, and no longer be the old Dr.
Shen.
Dressed in black, Jiang Hao looked quite glamorous in some ways. Fashion has never had only two colours, and that is
black and white.
Jiang Hao has a unique aura about him, when he wears white he looks so offbeat, this is perhaps because of Shangdian.
But when he wears black, everything changes.
Mysterious, threatening. And a hint of aggression if nothing else.
And an aura that is somewhat irresistible to women, which he combines perfectly, making it hard to imagine what such
a man has gone through.
Women have worshipped the strong since ancient times, and money is a form of strength,******.
The hint of aura on Jiang Hao's body now that I think about it, seems to be the aura belonging to a strong man, calm and
unhurried yet imposing!
Time passed slowly, and after a long silence in the mirror, the mobile phone on Jiang Hao rang, and the person who
called was Sally.
The person who called was Sally. Old Black was parked below Jiang Hao in Sally's stretch limousine. He was quietly
looking at the neighbourhood where Jiang Hao lived.

Because she was attending such an occasion, Sally had also changed into a figure-hugging evening gown, which reflected
her curves to the fullest.
This, coupled with the aura that Sally had cultivated from childhood as a superior person, was even more intoxicating.
Jiang Hao, who had received the call, went to the window and took a look, nodded slightly and walked downstairs,
heading straight for Sally's car.
Many people in the courtyard were colleagues of Jiang Hao, and they all knew that Jiang Hao had a somewhat
ambiguous relationship with the Miss Lin family. But it never occurred to them that he knew other big shots!
The moment they saw Jiang Hao get into Sally's car, many people couldn't help but feel a sense of loss welling up in
their hearts.
Such a feeling was like when your friend bought a lottery ticket. Watching the other person claim the jackpot but not
yourself, and perhaps with a faint hint of jealousy.
Old Black closed the door and sat in the driver's seat, and with a slight nod he sealed the small window between the
driver's side and the back seat.
Sally's face contained a faint smile, carefully measured Jiang Hao once after some appreciation said ot this body of
clothing although it does not look very expensive. But it goes well with you. ot
The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market.
Jiang Hao looked at Sally and said the truth. But to Sally, that remark just made by Jiang Hao sounded more like a joke.
She smiled and then couldn't help but say back ot Since that's the case, then I'd really like to see what kind of occasions
are appropriate for you to wear real clothes. ot
Jiang Hao shrugged, even though he still had a lot of money in his card, but perhaps it was because it was related to his
life experience as a teenager.
Jiang Hao was not a person who liked to be wasteful, and did not have much need for clothes.
If he had wanted to, he would have been able to mingle with all sorts of famous people in the North when he arrived on
his first day.
He wasn't a crook anyway, and he had enough in his card to command respect. But he didn't choose to do so.
Even still squeezed the bus every day like a normal commuter. Riding the underground.
He doesn't have a car to take him out of the house, he just takes public transport. All this is because he doesn't like to be
wasteful.

Another major reason was that Jiang Hao did not intend to be a sharp man at that time. Then let Shen Tianyang catch up
with his whereabouts.
The money in the card in his hand had been washed white enough, but Jiang Hao still had a twinge of unease about it.
After a little silence, Sally saw that Jiang Hao did not open his mouth to reply, so she asked with some curiosity ot what
you are wearing so formally tonight. ot
Jiang Hao smiled at the words ot after all, I am attending as your male companion tonight, if I am not more formal, then
wouldn't it be a loss of face for you? ot
The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market.
ot you think that even if you don't dress so formally, I will be missing a male companion, I just want to show you the
social circle of the North House!
The standard arrogance, but Jiang Hao at this time did not care to appreciate it, because he had more important things to
do.
This time the Shen family and the Xue family joined forces to do charity work, and all the things taken out for auction
would basically be sent back to wherever again.
Jiang Hao saw Sally looking at the auction notebook with a pensive look on her face, smiled disdainfully and said ot
what is the use of these things, I'm afraid there are only one or two really good treasures at this auction!
The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers.
The company's plan was worried that it wouldn't work, but I didn't expect the opportunity to come so quickly!
The pair of turquoise jade pearls were lying quietly inside the box.
When Sally saw that Jiang Hao had turned to this page, she smiled lightly and pointed to the jade pearls, saying ot a pair
of jade pearls with a dragon and a phoenix are rare, let alone one of this type!
ot Hahaha, if you want to shoot this, I advise you better save your breath, the Shen family is unlikely to give this up. ot
Jiang Hao turned his head sideways to look at Sally.
ot In fact I wasn't prepared to auction it either, I was just thinking how to use this dragon and phoenix jade pendant to
properly target Shen Qingshu. ot
Sally looked at Jiang Hao with slight concern, some things don't just go away with words, especially in a situation like
Jiang Hao's.

Slightly pensive for a moment, Sally tentatively opened her mouth ot you, have you ever thought of putting aside your
hatred for the time being?
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Jiang Hao heard this word slightly froze, looked up at Sally sitting across from him, his eyes were quite a bit incredulous.
ot what did you just say, put it down?ot
Some people stand their ground when looking at others. Always talking about putting it down, the past is the past.
But when it happens to him, perhaps the other person will do something even more out of the ordinary.
Thinking of this Jiang Hao snorted down and then said faintly ot I don't understand. Sally, when did you also become
a watcher. ot
Sally smiled and also fell silent. She also knew that what she said seemed a bit wrong.
But looking at Jiang Hao's whole person is shrouded in a layer of gloom, I don't know why, Sally always hope to pull
the other party out.
ot I don't know, I just don't want to see you suffer like this, you look a lot more disheveled than before. ot
Perhaps for Sally, she was hoping that Jiang Hao would be well and not be bound by the past.
But one is born with responsibilities, so if one were to let go of them, what would be the point of existence.
Jiang Hao didn't know that Sally was already aware of his identity, so he took many things for granted and thought that
Sally was just imagining things.
After a slight shake of his head. Jiang Hao looked at Sally somewhat wearily and said ot forget it, let's not talk about this
matter, I know how to do it myself. ot
The first time I said that, Jiang Hao looked at the booklet in his hand and fell into deep thought, while Sally looked at
Jiang Hao and also followed the silence.
Time passed slowly, and soon Old Black stopped at; 'Half Wall Villa, and two waiters in suits were already waiting in
front of the door.

Old Black was guided inside by the two men after simply showing his invitation, and many luxury cars were parked
casually along the way.
Jiang Hao pulled up the curtain inside the car and looked outside, with a hint of mockery in his eyes ot look, people Shen
family and Xue family row scene is quite big. You see. ot
Sally shrugged at the words and did not put this matter to heart.

The most important thing for her now is to use what position to deal with the Xue family and the Shen family, if tonight
if they really let them use these people, so that the people in power in the northern province think that they are on the side
of the Shen family.
Then in the future, Sally's every move would come under the scrutiny of many people, which would undoubtedly be
detrimental to her future work as well as her mission.
After a long silence, Sally closed her eyes slightly and rubbed her brow, then pressed the button next to her seat.
The old black who was sitting in the driver's side parking then opened the small window and then spoke in a low voice
ot the old boss. Is there anything you need to order? ot
Sally rubbed her hand on her forehead and said ot you park the car and give Ning Kun a call to contact, later go in and let
him sit next to me. Don't some people I don't like to sit over. ot
Old Black nodded slightly after then took out his mobile phone and simply sent a text message, there is a special contact
between their people, just need to send a text message to each other to understand.
After doing all this old black head also did not return to speak ot has been done, the old chief. There won't be any
unwelcome people beside you when you go in later. ot
The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market.
Sally's eyes carried a hint of flirtation and anticipation, quite a bit to make people want to get into the wrong feeling.
The actual fact is that Jiang Hao snickered and shook his head back ot forget it. If I sit with you, I'm worried I'll get killed
in the chair with my eyes, hahaha. ot
Sally pouted her lips a bit bored, then opened the car door and went down.
Although Old Black was a driver, his status was no lower than some of the people from the smallest families, so after
slightly tidying up his clothes he followed Sally inside.
Jiang Hao sat in the car and sighed a little before opening the door and getting out, then lit himself a cigarette and looked
around.
It was as Jiang Hao expected. There was a huge party of forty to fifty people, and he could count the number of people he
knew on one hand.
A Shen Qing Shu. A Shen Wennian and Xue Chongli of the Xue family were currently toasting with some guests who had
just arrived. He didn't seem to have seen Jiang Hao.
The man who was wearing a pure white suit was standing quietly in the middle of the banquet, looking quite a bit like an
earthly gentleman.

Jiang Hao looked at Shen Qingshu with a cold glint in his eyes. He then slowly walked up.
On the way, many ladies looked at Jiang Hao with a hint of shock in their eyes, the upper class sons of the Northern
House, these gentry and celebrities were basically well acquainted with each other.
But Jiang Hao's presence seemed to have appeared out of nowhere. It was clear that such an aura was definitely not
something that ordinary people could possess, yet no one could name him.
Just as Jiang Hao was about to walk in front of Shen Qingshu, Xue Chongli looked back in Jiang Hao's direction as if
he had suddenly sensed something.
Then his pupils flinched and he rushed over, grabbing Jiang Hao and running towards the toilet.
Jiang Hao hadn't reacted to what was happening before he was pulled to the toilet by Xue Chongli, looking at the other
party's sudden outburst of speed in his forties.
Jiang Hao laughed in amazement and said, "I didn't see it coming, Uncle Xue, you're really old and strong!
Xue Chongli rolled his eyes, quite a bit furious and angry, ot you brat how to run here, do you know what place this is!
ot
Jiang Hao looked back around, then rubbed his nose in embarrassment and said ot toilet. ot
ot me! I'm telling you, take advantage of the fact that the Shen family's people haven't found you yet, hurry up and give
me a way out, otherwise I can't help you if Shen Qingshu is looking for you! ot
Saying this, Xue Chongli looked at Jiang Hao with a rather puzzled look, as if he didn't understand why the other party
would do such a risky thing.
Jiang Hao gently let go of Xue Chongli's hand on his collar, and then slightly straightened his tie in the mirror.
ot Uncle Xue you can rest assured, tonight you pretend not to have seen me, the Shen family does not have that
qualification to move me. ot
The only thing that came out between the light words was a confidence that could not be refuted, and then with Jiang
Hao's aura, it made Xue Chongli doubtful.
He looked Jiang Hao up and down before opening his mouth. ot Shen Yan, don't blame me for not reminding you that
although the Shen family suffered a defeat at the Lin family last time, it doesn't mean that he is easy to bully. ot
After saying this Xue Chongli was a little hesitant, but still continued to speak ot And I heard news from the Shen family
when I came over today, they seem to be planning to contact the overseas Shen family for help. ot
Jiang Hao heard a pause in his hand movement, overseas Shen family?

When did the North Province Shen family have contact with the overseas Shen family? Is it possible that he had
overlooked something!
Thinking of this, Jiang Hao suddenly turned his head and looked at Xue Chongli and said to Uncle Xue, what did you just
say, the Shen family in Beifu has contact with the Shen family overseas? !

